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2C: Question 7

We know that a car pays $2 and a bus pays $3. If every vehicle were a bus, there would
be 32

3
= 102

3
of them. Since we cannot have a fraction of a vehicle, all could not be buses.

Trying all cars gives us 32
2

= 16 cars. We can then fill out the rest of the table, either through
trial and error or by noticing that three cars pays the same as two buses.

Cars Buses Total
16 0 32
13 2 32
10 4 32
7 6 32
4 8 32
1 10 32

2C: Question 8

This question is similar to the previous one. Now it takes two Level 1 memberships to equal
one Level 2 membership. If all pledges were Level 1, the total number would be 350

25
= 14.

Similarly, if all pledges were Level 2, the total number of pledges would be 350
50

= 7 (which is
the same as 14

2
since the ratio of the membership costs is 1 to 2). Again, we can fill out the

table, either through trial and error or by using the ratio of membership costs.

Level 1 Level 2 Total
14 0 350
12 1 350
10 2 350
8 3 350
6 4 350
4 5 350
2 6 350
0 7 350

2C: Question 9

a) In the first race, when Jordan finished Amari was 10m behind. So Jordan ran 200m in the
same amount of time Amari ran 190m, or for every meter Jordan ran, Amari ran 190

200
= 0.95

1



meters. Now if Jordan runs 210m, Amari will have run 210 (0.95) = 199.5m. So Jordan still
wins.
b) If Jordan has a smaller lead, you know he still wins without needing to do any calculations
at all.
c) With a 15m handicap, now Jordan has to run 215m before Amari runs 200m. But by the
time Jordan has run 215m, Amari has run 215(.95) = 204.25m. So Amari wins this race.
d) For an estimate we know that with a 10m handicap that Jordan wins but with a 15m
handicap Amari wins, so the point at which they tie should be between those two. We can
also guess that it will be closer to 10m since it is very close to a tie. To find the exact lead
that would give a tie, we calculate as follows

(.95)x = 200

x =
200

.95
x = 210.52 meters

2C: Question 10

We are given lots of information, but this question is much simpler than it seems. If we can
figure out when the cars crash into each other, since we know how fast the bird flies, we can
easily figure out how far it has flown. With the speeds and distance given, we know that the
cars will meet after

80x + 100x = 360

180x = 360

x = 2 hours

In two hours a bird flying at 120km/hr will have flown 120(2) = 240 km.

3A

41) Ratio of A to B: 2,290,000
2,010,000

= 1.14, Ratio of B to A: 2,010,000
2,290,000

= 1
1.139

= 0.88, A as a
percentage of B implies the final answer should be in terms of B, so we want B in the
denominator. So this is simply the ratio of A to B, multiplied by 100 to turn it into a
percentage, or 1.14(100) = 114%.
42) A to B: 87,000

363,000
= 0.24, B to A: 363,000

87,000
= 1

0.24
= 4.17, A is 0.24(100) = 24% of B.

43) 28
52

(100) = 53.84%
44) 12

65.1
(100) = 18.43%

45) 33,197
20,922

(100) = 158.67%
50) Absolute change: Denver 619, 968 − 600, 158 = 19, 810,
San Antonio 1, 359, 758 − 1, 327, 047 = 32, 711
Relative change: Denver 19,810

600,158
(100) = 3.3%,
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San Antonio 32,711
1,327,047

(100) = 2.5%
51) Absolute change: 152, 000 − 301, 000 = −149, 000,
Relative change: −149,000

301,000
(100) = −49.5%

52) Absolute change: 53 − 30 = 23, Relative Change 23
30

(100) = 76.7%
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